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1-- Extract from a statement by Mr ; :Sidney E ; :Sr}ith,
Secretary of State for External Affairs, on
tabling the Exchange of Notes concerning*liORAD,
in the House of . Commons, May 19, 1958. -

2 - Texts of Notes exchanged by the two Governments .

.Members of the House will recall that on August 1,
1957, the two Governments announced their agreement to the
setting up of a'system of integrated operational control of
the air defence forces of Canada and the United States . An
integrated headquarters was formed shortly thereafter and
the Command has been operating on an interim basis for about
nine,months . In the light of intensive studies of the
problems of continental air defence by expert authoritie s
in the two rountries, and the experience gained in the interim
operation of NORAD, the Canadian and United States Govern-
ments have in this exchange of notes recorded formally their
understanding of the resd for integration of their air defence
activities and their agreement on the principles, both
military and'political, .on which the organization and
operation of NORAD are based .

For the past two decades the co-operation of Canada
and the United States in the field of continental .dèfence
has grown ever more intimate . Even prior to the formation
of NORAD, there was close co-operation between the air
defence forces of Canada and the United States arising out
of the .recognition that the air defence of the two countries
-had to be thought .of-as a single problem . Indeed, since 1951+
an integrated system of air defence has been envisaged .
Recent technological developments made it obvious to th e
two Governments that co-ordination of national plans was no
longer adequate . It is a truism that our .generation has
witnessed a shrinking of the globe in our ever-increased
ability to reduce the time required to go by air from con-
tinent to continent . Normally, we think of these develop=
ments as being most desirable . We must not, however, forget
their implications,-Tor the defences which we must construct
against the possibility of a surprise nuclear attack . We
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must, therefore, have in existence in peacetime an organiza-
tion which, in the face of surprise attack, could immediately
take defensiveaction over our own territories in accordânce
with a single air defence plan-vhich had already been
approved by the two Governments .

This integration is the practical application o f
the principle of interdependence which inspires the activities
of the NATO alliance . It will contribute to the effectiveness
of the air defences of this continent ; !it'will thereby -
increase•the ability of Canada and the United States to meet
the strategic objectives established in NATO forthe Canada-
United States Region . The effectiveness of such integration
has been amply demonstrated in other NATO areas where
integrated headquarters exercising operational control over
assigned forces exist . Canadian forces, in company-with the
forces of our NATO allies, already come under the operational
control of .the Supreme .Allled Commander in Europe (SACEUR) ;
Canadians serve as well .in the wholly integrated headquarters
of the Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic-(SACLANT) .and in
wartime Canadian ships and maritime aircraft earmarked for
NATO will come under,SACLANT'.s operational control . There
are, of course, many other integrated headquarters in the
NATO military structure in which Canada is not represented,
e .g ., .Allied Forces Central Europe and Allied Forces
Mediterranéan

. Our ]joint defence of the continent cannot, o f
course, be thought of'in isolation . This continental effort
forms'part of our contribution to NATO defence-sO The Canada-
United States Region is an integral part of the NATO area for
which strategic objectives have been established in NATO .
The establishmént of-NORAD will assist our two Governments
to meet these strategic objectives more effectively . The
arrangements for air defence of Canada and the United States
and the allocation of .forces to NORAD for that task will be
reported to NATO through the Canada-United States Regional
Planning Group, which is made up of the .•Chiefs of'Staff of
Canada and the United States .

As the agreement tabled today indicates, the
Commander-in-Chief~NORAD will be responsible to the Chiefs
of Staff Committee of-Canada and the Joint Chiefs of Staff
of the United States, i .e ., he will make his recommendations
on air defence'to them . They in turn will seek the approval
of their political authorities for the implementation of
such of these recommendations as are acceptable to them
from a military point of view . The Commander-in-Chief NORAD
will operate within a single air defence plan which will be
approved by the .two Governments . The appointment of the
Commander-in-Chief NORAD and of his deputy will be approved
by the two Governments . Detailed terms of reference for the
Cominander-in-Chief NORAD have also been approved by the two
Godernments . These .terms of reference flow from, and are
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therefore consistent with, the .principles established in the
notes I have tabled today . In the interests of national
security, these detailed terms of reference cannot be made
public .

Thus the NORAD exchange of notes makes formal
provision for civilian control of the activities of the
Command in the manner I have outlined . These provisions
in a sense.underline the .obvious . Never, in the long and_
earnest consideration of this subject by the Canadian and
United States Governments, .has there. been any doubt of the
primacy of civilian authority ; nor, I am sure, could there
have been any real question on the point when preliminary
consideration was given to this matter of integration during
the lifetime of a previous administration in Canada .

The establishment of integrated defence arrange-
ments between Canada and the .United -States increases the
importance of consultation between*the two Governments on all
matters affecting joint defence . This continuing prncess of
consultation is not new . Once again, however, in the course
of our discussions on theexchange of notes which I have
tabled today, both countries recognized that their defence
co-operation can . be - worked out on a mutually satisfactor y
basis only if such consultation-is regularly and consistently,
undertaken . I can assure the House that the determination
exists both in Ottawa and in Washington to ensure that such
cons•ultation-will take place as requiréd" è

I feel certain that the House-will agree with me
that :this further evolution in the essential collaboration of
Canada and the United-States in continental defence will assist
in the maintenance and development of the individual and
collective capacity of the two Governments to fulfil their
obligations under`the Charter of the Untted Nations and the North
Atlantic Treaty for the preservationof international peace and
security .

CANADIAN EMBASSY

WASHINGTON , D .C .

N0.263 May 12, 1958.

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to discussions which have
taken place between the Canadian and the United Ittates authorities
concerning the necessity for integration of operational control
of Canadian and United States Air .Defences and, in particular,
to the study and recommendatioris of the Canada-United States



Military Study Groupv These studies led to the joint announce-
ment of August-l,_1957, by the Minister of National Defence of
Canada-and-the Secretary of Defense of the United States, ,
indicating that our two Governments had agreed to the setting up
of a system of integrated operational control for the air defences
in the continental United States, Canada and Alaska under an
integrated command responsible to the Chiefs of Staff of both
countties . Pursuant to the announcement of August 1, 1957, an
integrated headquarters known as the North American-Air Defence
Command (NORAD) has been established on an interim basis'at
Colorado.Springs, Colorado .

For some .years prior to the establishment of NORAD, it
had been recognized that the air defence of Canada and the United
States must be considered as a single problemo However, arrange-
ments which existed between Canada and the United States provided
only for the co-ordination of separate Canadian and United States
air defence plans, but did not provide for the authoritativ e
control of all air defence weapons which must be employed against
an attacker o

The advent of nuclear=weapons, the great improvements in
the means of affecting their delivery, and the requirements of the
air defence control systems demand rapid decisions to keep pace
with the speed and tempo of technological ..developmentso To counter
the threat and to achieve maximum effectiveness of the air defence
system, defensive operations must commence as early as possibl e
and enemy forces must be kept constantly engaged . Arrangements
for the co-ordination of national plans requiring consultation
between national commanders before implementation had become in-
adequate in the face of a possible sudden attack, with little or
no warning . It was essential, therefore, to have in e xistence in
pencétime an organization, including the weapons, facilities and
command structure,which could operate at the outset of hostilities
in accordance with a single air defence plan approved in advance
by national authorities .

Studies made by representatives of our.two Governments
led to the conclusion that the problem of the .air defence of our
two countries coul'd best be met by delegating to an integrated
headquarters ; the .-task of exercising operational control over
combat units of the national forces made available for the air
defence of the two countries . Furthermore, the,principle of an
integrated headquarters exercising operational control over
assigned"forces has been well established-in various parts of
the North Atlantic Treaty area . The Canada-United States region
is an integral part of the NATO area . In support of the
strategic objectiyes established in NATO for the .Canada-United
States region and in accordance with the provisions of the North
Atlantic Treaty, our two Governments have, by establishing the
North American Air Defence Command,recognized the desirability
of integrating headquarters exercising operational control over
assigned air defence forces . The agreed integration is intended
to assist the two Governments to develop and maintain their
individual and collective capacity to resist air attack on their
territories in North America in mutual self-défeace .
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The two Governments consider that the establishment o
fintegrated air defence arrangements of the nature described

increase-s the importance of the fullest possible consultation
between the two Governments on all matters affecting-the -jofnt-
defence of North America, and that defence co-operation between
them can be'worked out on a mutually satisfactory basis only if
such consultation is regularly and consistently undertaken

.

In view of the foregoing considerations
. and on the basisof the experience gained in the•operation on an interim basis of

the North American•~~_r Defence Command, my Government
proosesthe following prineiples should govern the futureorganiz-

ation and operations of the North-American Air Defence
.Command .

1) The CQmmander-in-Chief NO IJAD (CINCNORAD) willbe responsible to the Chie fs of-Staff Commi'ttee of
. Cariada and the Joi4t Lhiefs of Staff of the United

States, who in turn are
.responsible to their respectiveGovernnents . .He will operate within a concept of air

defence apprqved by the apppp$piate authoritiés of our
two Govérnments, whp Wili- bear in mind their objectivas
in the defence of the Canada-United States region of
the 14ATO area .

2) The North American Air Defence Command will in-
clude such combat units and individuals as are
specifically allocated to it by the two Govérnments .The jurisdiction of .the Commander-in-Chief, NORAD,
over those units and individuals is limited to
operational control as•hereinafter defined .

3) "Operational Control" is the power to direct,
co-ordinate, and control the operational activities
of forces assigned, attached or otherwise made
available . No permanent changes of station would be
made without approval of the highér national authority
concerned . Temporary reinforcement from one area to
another,:including the crossing of the inter-
national boundary, to meet operational require-'
ments will be within the authority of commanders
having operational control . The basic ommand
organization for the air defence forces of the two
countries, including administration, discipline,
internal organization and unit training,-mhall be
exercised by national commanders responsible to
their national authorities .

1+) The appointment-'of CINCNORAD and his Deputy
must be approved by the Canadian and United States
Governments . They will not be from the same country,
and CINCNORAD staff shall be an integrated joint
staff composed of officers of both countries .
During the absence of CINCNORAD, command will pass
to the Deputy Commander .11
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5) The North Atlantic Treaty Organization will
continue to be kept informed through the Canada-
United States Regional Planning Group of arrange-
ments for the air defence of North America .

6) The plans and procedures to be followed by NORAD
in wartime shall be formulated and approved in peace-
time by appropriate national authorities and shall be
capable of rapid implementation in an emergency . Any
plans or procedures recommended by NORAD which bear on
the responsibilities of civilian departments or agencies .
of the two Governments shall be referred for decision
by the appropriate military authorities to those
agencies and departments and may be the subject of
inter-governmental co-ordination ,

7) Terms of reference for CINCNORAD and his Deputy
will be consistent",with the foregoing principles .
Changes in these terms of reference may be mad e
by agreement between the Canadian Chiefs of Staff
Committee and the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff,
with approval of higher authority as appropriate,
provided that these changes are in :consonance with
the principles set out in this Note .

8) The question of the financing of expenditures
connected with the operation of the integrated head-
quarters of the North American .Air Defence Command
will be settléd by mutual agreement between
appropriate agencies of the twô-Governments .

9) The-North American Air :Defence'Command shall be
maintained in operation for a period of ten years or
such shorter period as shall be âgreed by bot h
countries in the light of their mutual defence
interest, and their objectives under-the terms of
the North Atlantic Treaty . The terms of this Agree-
ment may be reviewed upon requést'of either country
at any time .

10) The Agreement between parties to the North
Atlantic Treaty regarding the status of their forces
signed in London on June 19, 1951, shall apply .

11) The-release to the public of information by
CINCNORAD on matters of interest to Canada and the
United-States of America will in all cases be the
subject of prior consultation and agreement between
appropriate agencies of the two Governments .

If the United States Government concurs in the
principles set out above~-'I*propose that this Note and your reply
should constitute an AgreEment between our two Governments effect-
ive from the date of-"your reply .
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Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my bï.ghest
consideration .

V .A . Robertson"

Ambassador of Canada .

The Honourable John Foster Dulles,
Secretary of State of the United

States, Washington, D .C .

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON D .C .

May 12 , 19 58 .

Excellency, -

I have' the honour to refer to Your Excellency's
Note No . 263 of May 12, 1958 proposing on behalf of the
Canadian Government .,certain•principles to govern the
future'organization and operation of the North American
Air Defence Command (NORAD) .

I am pleased to inform you that my Government
concurs in the principles set forth in your Note . My
Government further agrees with your proposal that your
Note and this reply shall constitute an agreement
between the two Governments, effective today .

Accept, Excellency,'the renewed assurances of
my highest consideration .

"Christian A . Hérter"

for the Secretary of State .

His Excellency Norman Robertson,
Ambassador of Canada .

S;lC


